Park County Broadband Advisory Board
Meeting 1/11/2021
Minutes

Attendees:
John Carr
Mike Brazel
David Shipley
Waclaw Nieradka
Bill Boles
Kim Burton
Alex Telthorst

1. Lake George Project – Alex Telhorst Colorado Fiber Community
   Some, but not all of the broadband fiber conduit has been buried. The remainder of the conduit
   (150") will be completed in the Spring 2021. When completed, the fiber will run from the Library
   to the Sheriff/Public Works/Public Health offices with drops available for the Forest Service and
   the Charter School. The pad for the Carrier Neutral Facility (CNF) has been poured at the
   Library. The CNF structure has been paid for and is due for shipment to Lake George by mid
   December 2020.

   Bailey Public Health – Alex
   The Bailey Public Health office is moving to the new ParkCo building in Bailey. Broadband fiber
   will connect the office to the Bailey backbone network.

2. Silverheels Ranch – David Shipley VP South Park Tele phone
   The take rate for new broadband services at the Silverheels Ranch has reached 70%.
   The Staunton broadband grant request for the January 2021 grant cycle has been sent to the
   Colorado Broadband Deployment Broad. Also, a modified grant request from Burland Ranch has
   be sent to the Deployment Board

3. Alma/Zebulon Broadband Tower – John Carr
   John will follow up with Rural Internet Service to determine the status of RIS activation activities
   in Alma/Valley of the Sun/Mosquito Gulch/Placer Valley communities.